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Preamble
After a holiday resort development
project in Langscheid-Oberwesel failed in
the 1990's due to traffic accessibility
problems that could not be resolved,
there was no further development in this
regard in Middle Rhine Valley for many
years.
When, however, Thomas Bungert,
Municipality Mayor, and Robert Jan
Dogterom, Tourism Expert, Project
Developer and Owner of Luxemburger
Resort Development AG, encountered
each other in 2005 at a tourism-related
event, the subject once again became
topical.
It was decided to once again venture into
the development of a large-scale holiday
resort within the broader framework of
the necessary further touristic
development of Middle Rhine Valley.
Following an accordingly positive
demand- and market analysis, a location
analysis was carried out at 7 locations in
total.
As a result of these analyses, the
decision was made clearly in favour of
the location St. Goar-Werlau.

The reasons were, among others, the
accessibility from A61 without
cross-town links, the support of local
governments on all levels as well as the
presence of the heavily loss-making
open-air community pool Rheingold.
Based on a collaboration between Robert
Jan Dogterom and Matthijs Zeelenberg,
architect and owner of the Zeelenberg
Projectontwickelings Maatschappij, with
registered office in Ouddorp, The
Netherlands, the planning for a golf
resort on an area of 180 ha was
proposed in 2008. After this project was
considered too huge by all the
participants even after a few public
LORELEI
participations, it was decided to plan a
new project on the core area of 58 ha.
This was presented in 2013 by the
architect Jan-Paul Bron, Managing
Partner of Zeelenberg Architectuur, and
is the basis for today's application.
This planning was presented to the
competent administrative authorities
and ministries in the year 2013, and
forms the basis of the necessary further
agreements and procedures, with the

initiators continuing to communicate
with and hold preliminary coordination
talks with all the participants.
They are very well aware of the
sensitivity of the project and the spatial
proximity between the planned area and
the Rhine valley. At the same time,
market developments demand
sustainable and high-value offers, which
are currently hardly available in the
Middle Rhine Valley. Moreover, the
indisputable noise pollution by the many
trains in the valley is a hindrance to the
qualitative expansion of the valley.
This expose' informs about the
economic aura of the region and about
the spatial planning and considerations
in the planning area. It shows that
innovations with regard to concept,
product, business and marketing are not
only in step with the latest technological
trends, but are also sustainable based on
the quality of the service.
The aim here is to arrive at a win-win
situation, with both the operator as well
as the local service provide having their
opportunities.
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Responsibility for our planet and its
inhabitants will define the overall
planning and implementation as well as
later operation.
Existing concepts will not be repeated.
The aforementioned innovations in
combination with the quality of the
location will ensure the project its unique
selling point in the market. At the same
time, this novel business of a
hotel-cum-resort complex will provide an
impetus for the development of the
entire region and accordingly for quality
improvement.
With this, already existing and future
requirements of the worldwide tourism
market are also taken into account. The
proposed complex can and will play a
pioneering role in increasing the welfare
of the region.
This hotel resort will play the role of an
exemplary host in the world cultural
heritage valley of Loreley and will also be
equipped to meet worldwide demand in
the future.

After establishing a locally based project
development company, the initiators will
set the project in motion. In parallel with
the further necessary procedures, talks
and negotiations with potential
investors and operators will be held.
The aim is to find a sponsor for the entire
project in order to ensure the necessary
proof of financial backing. The
sponsoring agency, in turn, will either sell
the real estate directly or later to
individual- and/or big investors on the
basis of one or more operator
agreements with renowned and
experienced operator companies
established in the market. These
agreements will be valid for a minimum
duration of 15 years with the option of
extension. Several companies have
demonstrated their interest in this
regard.
View from the river

View from the river

The first and foremost reason for
booking is the quality of the holiday
home. That is why the architecture and
furnishing of the resort follow a
continuous, central theme with
sensuous, visual anchors.
350 housing units and 120 hotel rooms
for 2, 4, 6 and 8 persons as well as all
kinds of combinations up to maximum 3
x 8 persons can be booked. This ensures
maximum flexibility both for the leisure
market and the business market.
Facilities such as sauna, wellness spas
and fireplaces are a part of the basic
package on offer and are supplemented
by the high quality of service.
(cleaning, home delivery service,
customer care service, massage, etc.)
The resort is distributed in a way that the
detached houses on offer are located in
peaceful corners and that the housing
units offered for larger groups are
located nearer the central square.
The positioning of the houses serves to
create an atmosphere of privacy and
individuality. The complex will be
accessible by vehicle, but, at the same
time, closed to traffic. It will be possible
to park one's own passenger car outside
the house.

On the total area of 58 ha stipulated by the municipality, a modern hotel resort
will be constructed, with overall 350 housing units, 120 hotel rooms and
(central) facilities for gastronomy, retail, leisure, wellness, sport and
conferences. This will lead to the following separation of the areas:

Housing units
Hotel with facilities
Access roads, roads,
pavements and parking places

60,000
15,000

sqm
sqm

125,000

sqm

150,000
100,000
130,000

sqm
sqm
sqm

%
Green area
Forest
Grassland
Left in natural state
%
Currently 96.5 % intensively cultivated areas

Overriding, long-term tourism trends,
such as holiday in home country, travelling
close to the soil and greenery, short trips
Strong, touristic brand polyphony for
"UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Valley of Loreley"
Excellent accessibility
Green situation
High-capacity premium offer
Ideal type of composition of the offer
Offer worth the money

Positioning is still lacking
Seasonal dependence still exists
Demand peaks are still too pronounced
Quality problems in the environment

Immediate market launch on opening
Developing one's own market with one's own demand
Extension of season through different forms of offers
Strong secondary turnovers
Certifications, awards and prize earnings
Stage for all functionaries and dignitaries,
thereby suitable for institutional events

Nation-wide and international competition
Capacity utilisation of the low season
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The location is south of the locality of
Werlau, on the edge of the hills, with a
view on the Rhine and the city of St.
Goar.
At the Eastern edge of the planned area,
there is the community open-air pool
that is past its prime now. This open-air
pool is a part of the project and will be
revitalised within the framework of a PPP
(Public Private Partnership) project and
will be operated in cooperation with the
future operator.
Also to the east, is a new construction
area that is currently under
development.
There are individual plots of land
belonging to third parties in the planning
area. Though these are located within
the area covered under the project,
these will not be developed.
Within the planning area, there is an
elevation difference of up to 40 metres.
The highest point is located at the centre
of the area.

As shown, not all plots of land are
available. However, these add to the
value of the project and are incorporated
in the concept in different ways.
A part of the plots of land is a component
of a large, open area, which will remain
untouched as such.
This is the situation in the north-eastern
area of the project.
On the northern edge of the planned
area, there are third-party plots
encircled by forests, creating open
clearings within the enclosed character
of the project.
On the south-western edge, the plots of
land are mostly connected to the new
infrastructure. This gives rise to the
possibility of creating panoramas along
the connecting paths within the planned
area.

Various third-party plots in the essential
part of the planned area form a larger
unit while maintaining the actual status.
The non-built-up agricultural plots can
accordingly be cultivated and the
products can be used in the kitchens and
restaurants.
Furthermore, in addition to the option of
playgrounds, animal husbandry and a
children's (petting) zoo are also planned
in this area.
Along the non-built-up plots of land,
country houses will be constructed on
large-area plots.

"Green Areas" will be created at various
places, beside the non-built-up plots of
land and the open areas, as described
earlier.
These areas will also be equipped to
serve as resting places and common
rooms. They will have a rustic character,
with banks, games facilities, several
pavilions and trees.
Here as well, the places have the
intention of creating an effect of depth
and variation in the project and the
public spaces.
Housing units will be created at these
places in intensive- and extensive
construction style. The extensive
housing units will have their own front
garden.
At the highest point of the planned area,
more intensive development will be
undertaken along a development line
over a central square, with the housing
units standing directly on the roadside.

In the centre of the planned area, a
central square with the central facilities
will be created. This place is
simultaneously the centre point of the
main road and the roads that cover the
project.
The development in this area is compact
and without green area, and is,
therewith, the largest urban
development part of the project.
Nonetheless, it will have a rustic flair and
will radiate vitality through many smaller
facilities.
The place will be equipped to serve as
recreation- and strolling area. Terraces
can be constructed in front of the
buildings. The scale will be customised to
match the extent of the overall project.
Due to the first suggestions und
reservations the hotel-. food and
beverage- and servicefunktions will be
located in this central area as well. In this
case, parking will be incorporated
accordingly.

In order that the existing rural structure
is unaffected by the additional traffic,
which will undoubtedly occur due to the
proposed hotel resort, the project will be
developed both from the west side and
the east side.
The main thoroughfare on the west is
mainly oriented to the incoming- and
outgoing traffic from A61.
The main thoroughfare on the east will
be used by excursionists driving in the
direction of St. Goar and Rhine Valley.
The future situation offers the challenge
of strengthening the relation between
village and resort. The bypass that will be
created will be approximately 5 km long
and is, therefore, predestined as a route
for an (evening) walk.
We will deal with traffic calming in the
village and the necessary measures at a
later stage.

The spaces mentioned earlier will be
connected through lines.
Diverse detached housing units will be
constructed on the lines.
Mostly, these flats will not stand parallel
to the streets. They will only rarely mark
road crossings.
The densification on the lines is
extensive in the outer margin area and
increases in the direction of the central
square.
From the central square onwards, the
course of the lines differs. In order to
mark the main thoroughfare, the
densification along this line is retained
for the longest stretch.
Three flat types are planned behind the
lines:
Forest flats
Courtyard flats
Vista flats

Langsame Verkehrsstrecken (1-2)
schließen an dem das vorhandenen
Netzwerk des Dorfes an.

1.

2.

Auf dieser Art und Weise entsteht
gemeinsam mit den
Haupterschließungen und demn Leitpfad
ein organisches Netzwerk der
Verbindungen zwischen dem
vorhandenen Dorf und seiner
touristischen Erweiterung.
Von einer fremdkörperlichen
Abschottung kann jetzt keine Rede mehr
sein.

3.

4.

Die Gäste lernen das Dorf einfach
kennen, und die Einwohner nutzen die
neuen Verbindungen über den Leitfaden,
die grünen Plätzen und den Zentralplatz
inmitten des Vorhabens.
Darüber hinaus können die
Dorfbewohner über die Routen 3 und 4
den südlichen Abhang, sowie die
Waldflächen am Westrand erreichen.

Slow traffic lanes (1-2) connect to the
existing village network.

1.

2.

In this way, an organic network of
connections between the existing village
and its touristic expansion is created to
together with the main thoroughfares
and the main route.
Therefore, there can be no question now
of a sealing-off from a foreign body.

3.

4.

The visitors will simply get acquainted
with the village, and the inhabitants will
use the new connections via the main
route, the green places and the central
square in the middle of the project.
Furthermore, the villagers can reach the
southern slope as well as the forest areas
on the western edge via Routes 3 and 4.

Analogous to the existing village, a few
courtyards are incorporated in the
planned area in and between the main
route.
At the same time, routes emanating
from several courtyards and connecting
the main route and the slow traffic lanes
have been incorporated.
1.

2.

3.

4.

In this way, a network with "rustic
character" is implemented at the micro
location.
The housing units on the main route and
the housing units in the inner areas
collectively form the courtyard. The
courtyards are sealed-off inner areas,
which connect directly to the front- and
side gables.
To a limited extent, the courtyards can
also be used as facilities for parking.
The courtyards are clearly subordinate
to the squares; they are not resting
places, but connecting places.
Long-term guests will discover these
routes and, therewith, recreation- and
leisure areas in the natural course of
events.

The south-western and north-eastern
part of the project will be developed as a
forest area. Different groups of
detached flats will be constructed in this
forest.
1.

2.

The south-western edge with the forest
connects to existing forest structures.
A harmonious and smooth transition
from the forest in the direction of the
central square is achieved in this way.
Clear project delineations are avoided.

3.

4.

On the north-eastern edge, the forest
represents a natural separation between
the existing village and the new
construction. Though the routes along
and through the forest connect the two
areas, they also result in their being
clearly recognisable (optical separation).

Zone A has a view on the river and the
valley and is, therefore, the most
sensitive area of the project.

1.

2.

A.

3.

4.

This has led to clear decisions.
A smaller number of vista houses will be
constructed in Zone A.
In connection with the aforementioned,
the installation of the non built-up areas
in this zone will be central and will have to
be worked out in detail. During further
development, the landscape picture will
have to be borne in mind in the first
instance, with respect to view as well as
visibility from the valley.

Ecology, economy and social culture in harmony!
With the construction of this resort, we intend to explore qualitatively completely new avenues for such holiday
resorts.
Many years of experience and observation have shown that early investment sins with regard to deficient quality of
buildings and appurtenant structures come back to roost in the form of high maintenance costs and guests who do
not feel comfortable.
Potential guests increasingly expect ecologically sound and intact construction of holiday homes, embedded in a
naturally intact environment.
Based on this realisation, the initiators intend to consistently implement principles of sustainable construction, since
tourism and environment protection need not necessarily exclude each other.
For the planned complex, this means, for example:
•
Conservation and care of the local and typical flora
•
Discerning selection of construction material and avoidance of composite materials
•
Economical use of drinking water, energy and heating energy
•
Use of regenerative energy forms and optimisation through combined heat-and-power systems or the like
•
Intelligent waste disposal (recovered substance cycle)
With regard to energy saving, the considerations go beyond the requirements of EnEV 2014, as the complex should
be a role model as a touristic flagship project and will, therefore, also be competitive in a few years.
In this way, it will contribute towards a long lasting economic strengthening of the region.
As an independent marketing- and business unit, the resort will also contribute to the comprehensive positioning of
the brand "Valley of Loreley" and will decisively increase the willingness of tourists to visit the region.
The resort will not only address the classic source markets Benelux, North Rhine-Westphalia and Rhine-Main area, but
will also generate far more visitor flows via planned cooperation with Airport Hahn, among others.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attractive natural location
Excellent connection and accessibility via A 61
High capacity and high level of standardisation
Dense web of regulations (certifications) Security and clarity
Sustainable hotel management programme with a forceful, market-leading overall positioning
Integration in the comprehensive marketing of the world cultural heritage "Valley of Loreley"
Known, strong-selling operator company/companies
Qualitatively high-value lodging concept in hotel and houses
Multi-faceted gastronomical offer with integrated individual trade (marketplace)
Excellent conference venue with multi-faceted programme offer
Well-founded health concept (medical wellness)
Multiplicity of naturactive programmes
Child minding taken to a high level
3-generations-offer structure

People
The development, construction and operation of the resort will contribute towards providing the people of the region
with additional perspectives, triggered by a future-proof accent on tourism.
Integration in the region, development of partnerships (suppliers) and the participation of all interest groups
(employees), administration, publicity) deliver factors that are relevant for the competition between holiday
destinations for the benefit of the guests.
At an overall investment of € 80 – 100 m. and a construction period of 18 – 24 months, this project will represent a
significant economic factor not only in the construction phase.
Rather, capacity utilisations customary in the market will result in up to 500,000 additional overnight stays in the
operational phase. This implies an employment potential of up to 160 FTE’s (Full Time Equivalents), which is
distributed as follows.
Full-time employees
Part-time employees
Temporary helps
Trainees

120 - 130
45 - 55
80 - 90
15 - 20

Furthermore, customary part-time services such as landscape care, cleaning and also maintenance will be outsourced
to third parties, which will lead to further direct jobs. From experience, many times more indirect jobs will be added to
this total number of direct employees.
(suppliers, service providers, tradesmen, individual trade, provider etc.)
Studies of comparable objects have resulted in an annual economic impact of the region of > € 10 m.
The high number of insignificantly employed persons is a reflection of the seasonal dependence that is to be expected,
with distinct demand peaks and corresponding requirement of personnel. Flexible working time models and diverse
deployment options make the resort an attractive employer, even for professional groups outside the hotel and
tourism industry. The envisaged job- and training offer will open up diverse possibilities of integration, in particular for
the local population.

The development and
implementation of an
unmistakable vision
by all the actors is
the prerequisite for
success!

A new way in Tourism
The initiators, along with all the
actors, will press ahead with this
promising project with all its
associated risks.

January 2014
Jan-Paul Bron
Zeelenberg Architectuur
Ouddorp
Robert Jan Dogterom
Resort Development AG
Luxemburg/Gunderath

